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GETRONICS AND TRANSVIRTUAL SYSTEMS DELIVER G
GENERATION OF WANG®VS™ COMPUTER SY

 New Technology Reduces Costs, Eases Burden for Co
Upgrading to Modern Hardware  

BILLERICA, Mass. —May 17, 2005 — Getronics, a $4.1 billion IT solutions and
TransVirtual Systems, a privately-held company specializing in machine virtualizat
announced that they have entered into a cooperative agreement to bring powerful, n
that allows Getronics Wang®VS™ operating system and application software to run
Unix environment on qualified standard server hardware. 

The new systems can run existing Wang®VS™ software without program or data co
supported Wang®VS™ languages, compilers, tools and file types operate, without c
and available performance spans the entire range of existing Wang®VS™ models.  

“This new technology rehosts the legacy Wang®VS™ computer system environmen
an industry standard server with 100 percent binary compatibility with traditional W
Tom Junker, vice president of TransVirtual Systems. “Businesses will now have the
hardware without the need for costly conversions and migrations.” 

Based on current generation PC and Server technologies and running on either Linu
employs TransVirtual Systems’original hardware abstraction technology to replace 
hardware capable of running Getronics’ existing applications and client developed a
Getronics’ new Wang®VS™ environment will be available for Intel® x86 and IBM

Getronics and TransVirtual Systems will each sell the new product, which utilizes l
companies, and resell each other’s related software licenses and support. The compa
installations this quarter and expect to extend the product capabilities to include enh
Internet and network-based services, as well as other capabilities that have not been
clients with legacy Wang®VS™ hardware.  

 “We believe that the availability of a new generation of hardware for the Wang®VS
our clients by offering them solutions that extend the life of their applications,” said
Getronics Wang®VS™ program manager. “Best of all, this can be done at a low cos
disruption of traditional migrations.” 
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Getronics will continue to sell and enhance the existing Wang®VS™ product line and has committed to support 
the legacy Wang®VS™ platforms through at least the end of this decade.   

 
About Getronics 

With some 28,000 employees in over 30 countries and approximate revenues of USD $4.1 billion, Getronics is 
one of the world's leading providers of vendor independent Information Technology (IT) solutions and services. 

Getronics designs, integrates and manages IT infrastructures and business solutions for many of the world's 
largest global and local companies and organizations, helping them maximize the value of their information 
technology investments. Getronics headquarters are in Amsterdam, with regional offices in Boston, Madrid and 
Singapore. Getronics' shares are traded on Euronext Amsterdam ("GTN"). For further information, visit 
www.getronics.com/us.  

About TransVirtual Systems 

TransVirtual Systems is a young, privately-held Texas company specializing in machine virtualization 
technology.  TransVirtual has extensive in-house experience with Wang®VS™ hardware and software.  It is 
based just outside Houston. 
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